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1. Would you be willing to run on a slate with other Democratic candidates? 
 
Yes 

 
2. If other Democratic candidates convened on a slate, would you consider pulling out 

of the race? 
 
No 

 
3. Would you support single member aldermanic districts? 

 
Possibly, I believe that while there are clear benefits to single member aldermanic             
districts, the challenge lies in whether there is a benefit that all five Alders are               
accountable to every citizen in the city when they are making decisions. 

 
4. How would you work to make Frederick city more affordable and increase 

livability? 
 
I believe that the fee in lieu program for builders in Frederick is too lenient. I would seek                  
to strengthen that fee to discourage builders from opting out of affordable living units in               
new developments. Additionally, I want to investigate current cost structures for earning            
a home in specific regions of the city. Some areas are in need of new residents.                
Evaluating and promoting affordable living neighborhoods in these areas is one way to             
accomplish this goal.  

 
5. What are your priorities for the city budget? 

 
I traveled for two years around the city meeting with local leaders and hosting              
conversations with residents. We identified three themes that continually arose at all our             
meetings. First, we need to address issues of city infrastructure. This includes keeping the              
city clean, working on city sidewalks, and finally offering neighbors assistance with            
blighted properties. Second, we need to increase the efficiency of communication           
between the residents and city hall. This includes a comprehensive feedback tool for             
residents to offer their guidance and a live, interactive, construction tracking tool to             
explain where projects are occurring, what phase they are in, and when important public              
hearings will be held. Finally, we need to reevaluate the equitability of services             
throughout Frederick. We need to empower The Golden Mile Alliance, East Frederick            
Rising, and our Neighborhood Advisory Councils to provide critical feedback and           
community centered solutions.  
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6. As a city official, what role will you play in increasing access to social services? 
 
The two biggest resources the city can provide to individuals is better access to              
transportation and the city can act as a resource repository for citizens seeking assistance.              
The city must increase its access to public transportation, adding more stops for buses,              
increasing the available hours, and offering weekend services. We can accomplish this            
through TransIT, a circular or other mass transit options. Second, we need to make sure               
citizens know who they can call at city hall when they need assistance with public               
services.  

 
7. What are your specific steps to attract and retain young people to the city 

Frederick? 
 
It starts with making Frederick as beautiful on a micro level as we see it at a macro level.                   
Many residents have reported that the quality of city parks, streets, and neighborhoods             
has deteriorated over the last ten years. Second, through programs like the municipality             
equality index we can identify ways of creating a more inclusive city which will              
encourage not only young people but people of minority populations as well. We also              
need to simplify our city process for new businesses. We should be encouraging new              
entrepreneur in our community.  

 
8. Do you have confidence in the Police Department’s leadership? 

 
Yes 

 
9. What steps will you take to improve police-community relations? 

 
Our city police have made great strides in communication by opening a chief's citizen              
advisory council and offering support at any public event, free of charge (many cities              
charge for these services). I believe there is room for improvement. It starts with police               
being a more visible entity in our city by having individual law enforcement officials              
"walking the beat." Community relations statistics are clear, when officers are on the             
street level, they connect better with residents, ease tensions between groups, and help to              
guide residents to the right resources. I believe that the FCPD can also expand its MOU                
program similar to the one that was setup with The Frederick Center with a liaison to the                 
chief and a police liaison to our varying groups. 

 
10. What do you think about the two-day trash pick up? 

 
I believe that the city should be spending the money that would be allocated for a                
two-day trash pickup and use that for an educational program and expanding our city              
recycling program. Statistics show that we can become a 60 - 70 percent recycling              



compliant city if we invest in educating and expanding available resources, to our             
residents. 
 

 
11. What would you like to see happen with the Fredericktowne Mall property? 

 
This must begin with a community discussion. I was adamantly opposed to the             
development of the proposed Wal-Mart. We need the new owners to sit with invested              
community members to discuss what they would like to see done with the largest              
footprint on the Golden Mile. I believe that the area should be divided into stores that                
better reflect the diverse community of the region. Ideally it would also have communal              
areas, and social service resources. The space should be designed as a communal             
business park instead of an oversized building sitting amidst a sea of concrete parking              
spaces.  

 
12. What steps would you take to attract and develop new businesses to the city? 

 
One of our major problems has to do with keeping businesses, in the city, once they have                 
opened. Many businesses leave because they are feeling unsupported and ignored by city             
hall. I propose we create a business welcoming program. The business would be greeted              
with a welcome packet explaining city resources and processes. The department of            
economic development and Mayor would greet the business when they open and help             
answer any questions they may have. Leaving that line of communication open will allow              
for businesses to feel supported by the city. I would also continue to expand the support                
for our economic development department as they travel the country selling Frederick            
City to the nation as the place to move your business.  

 
13. What are your branding efforts for the city of Frederick? 

 
A good example of branding efforts, that I have worked on in the past, is utilizing the                 
spires of Frederick in the Frederick Pride new branding effort. The rainbow spires have              
been very popular in Frederick and has helped identify Frederick City as an LGBTQ              
affirming community.  

 
14. How would you propose building a sustainable local job base for younger 

populations? 
 
It starts with empowering young entrepreneurs to open their business locally. We can do              
that by simplifying the process and offering seminars that are targeted toward the             
millennial generation. Next we should be moving toward a $15/hour minimum wage in             
the city. This adjustment, made over time, would bring job and home security to younger               
populations allowing them to work and live in Frederick City. I worked on this issue with                
SADOS, a local firm, in Frederick City. The business, owned by a Latinx millennial,              
opened in Frederick in 2016 and has managed to expand, paying livable wages, and              
growing from a one person operation to seven employees today. 



 
 

15. Do you believe the representation within the Frederick Democratic Party reflects 
the needs and demographics of the city of Frederick? 
 
I believe that the Democratic Party does work very hard for the needs of the larger                
community. With that being said, I believe we should be working harder to encourage              
People of Color, Hispanics, minority populations, people of varying sexual orientations,           
and people of varying gender identities to be engaged in the process. This means we               
should be actively recruiting these people to run for office and to hold leadership              
positions in organizations and groups in the county.  

 
16. What are some of your accomplishments that show you can be an effective advocate 

for issues relating to young people (18-40 years old)? 
 
My work for The Frederick Center is probably the best example. During my tenure with               
the organization as board chair, I have worked with city partners to create an MOU with                
the City of Frederick police department, Increase the Municipality Equality Index for            
Frederick City from 62 to 86, and instituted a LGBTQ101 training program that has thus               
far offered over fifty seminars for public and private entities.  

 
 


